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a b s t r a c t

Organoids, which exhibit spontaneous organ specific organization, function, and multi-cellular complexity,
are in essence the in vitro reproduction of specific in vivo organ systems. Recent work has demonstrated
human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs) as a viable regenerative cell source for tissue-specific organoid en-
gineering. This is especially relevant for engineering islet organoids, due to the recent advances in
generating functional beta-like cells from human pluripotent stem cells. In this study, we report specific
engineering of regenerative islet organoids of precise size and cellular heterogeneity, using a novel hydrogel
system, Amikagel. Amikagel facilitated controlled and spontaneous aggregation of human embryonic stem
cell derived pancreatic progenitor cells (hESC-PP) into robust homogeneous spheroids. This platform
further allowed fine control over the integration of multiple cell populations to produce heterogeneous
spheroids, which is a necessity for complex organoid engineering. Amikagel induced hESC-PP spheroid
formation enhanced pancreatic islet-specific Pdx-1 and NKX6.1 gene and protein expression, while also
increasing the percentage of committed population. hESC-PP spheroids were further induced towards
mature beta-like cells which demonstrated increased Beta-cell specific INS1 gene and C-peptide protein
expression along with functional insulin production in response to in vitro glucose challenge. Further
integration of hESC-PP with biologically relevant supporting endothelial cells resulted in multicellular
organoids which demonstrated spontaneous maturation towards islet-specific INS1 gene and C-peptide
protein expression along with a significantly developed extracellular matrix support system. These findings
establish Amikagel efacilitated platform ideal for islet organoid engineering.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Degenerative diseases and end-stage organ failure can be
effectively treated by transplantation of donor organs. However, a
critical shortage of donor tissue has ignited the search for alternate
and Petroleum Engineering,

ctional Genomics, Genomic
.

organ and tissue sources including from human pluripotent stem
cell (hPSC) derived tissues. A synergistic goal is to develop model
organs from hPSCs for drug screening and toxicity testing. A critical
challenge to both these goals is to determine robust means of
replicating the organ function, multicellular complexity, and three
dimensional (3D) cellular organization in an in-vitro setting, which
is the goal of current research on organoid generation [1]. An initial
success in organoid engineering can be considered to be embryoid
bodies derived frommurine and human embryonic stem cells (ESC)
that demonstrate both germ layer commitment and spatial
patterning reminiscent of developing embryos [1]. More recently,
organ-specific organoids, have been derived from both mouse and
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human pluripotent stem cells (PSC) [2e5]. hPSCs have been utilized
to derive organoids of endoderm lineage, including intestinal [6],
liver [7,8], and kidney organoids [9].

An equivalent hPSC-derived pancreatic islet organoid will have
inherent therapeutic potential and usefulness in drug discovery
applications relevant to diabetes. Critical shortage of donor islets is
currently limiting the widespread implementation of islet trans-
plantation to treat Type-1 diabetes [10]. In response to these needs,
recent studies have demonstrated the feasibility of in vitro gener-
ation of functional islet b-cells from human pluripotent stem cells
(hPSCs) as an alternative to donor islets [11,12]. While current
studies on regenerative islets primarily focus on deriving islet beta
cells, the non-endocrine component of the islet also plays a critical
role in its function. Heterogeneous multi-compositional pancreatic
organoids generated by aggregating adult mouse b-cell line with
endothelial and mesenchymal cells were found to successfully
integrate with host vasculature and restore normalization of blood
glucose in diabetic mouse models [13]. Thus, for systematic gen-
eration of heterogeneous organoids, there is a need for 3D culture
platforms which increase cell to cell communication, allow inte-
gration of supporting cell populations and facilitate functional
maturation [14]. Our objective in this study is to engineer hetero-
geneous endothelialized 3D islet organoids from hPSC derived
pancreatic islet cells utilizing a synthetic biomaterial-based plat-
form, paving the way for next-step generation of entire multi-
compositional islet organoids. We generated islet organoids using
alternate islet differentiation protocols, thereby demonstrating the
broad applicability of the platform.

The development of an in vitro organoid system requires key el-
ements of both an organ-specific cell source as well as a platform to
induce self-organization and lineage specification [1]. With regards
to a regenerative cell source for pancreatic islets, various research
groups including ours have demonstrated the successful differenti-
ation of hESCs to pancreatic progenitor lineage using a multi-step
directed differentiation approach [15e23]. Design of specific plat-
forms for organoid generation, however, have largely been adopted
from existing tissue engineering platforms. Existing systems include
scaffold-free platforms which force aggregation of the cell popula-
tion [2,5,24,25]. Scaffold-based strategies have primarily relied on
laminin-rich matrigel [1,3,6] and other natural or synthetic bio-
materials [26e31], which typically confine the cell populations
within the 3D biomaterial scaffolds. Specific to islet organoids, hPSCs
have been aggregated into homogenous, 3D, islet-like spheroids
using 2D non-adherent culture [32,33] and embedment in collagen/
matrigel matrix [34]. Takebe et al. demonstrated the advantages of
heterogeneous pancreatic organoids with a murine b-cell line; in
their study, self-organization of multicellular ‘organ bud’ constructs
on Matrigel was sensitive to cell density and presence of a stromal
cell population [8,13]. Hence, there is a need for robust bio-
engineered platforms tailored specifically for organoid production,
allowing fine control over organoid size and cellular composition,
scaling up of production towards meeting the biomanufacturing
goals, and offering ease of organoid recovery after culture.

In this study, we describe a novel hydrogel (Amikagel)-based
platform, which promotes spontaneous, rather than forced, aggre-
gation of hESC-derived pancreatic progenitor cells (hESC-PPs) into
robust spheroids tunable specifically for size and heterogeneous
cellular composition. Compared to the gold-standard Matrigel,
integration of the Amikagel platform resulted in significant
enhancement of islet phenotype; self-organization into 3D spheroids
on Amikagel significantly increases the expression of pancreatic
markers Pdx-1 and NKX6.1, along with enrichment of cell pop-
ulations co-expressing both, indicating a populationmore primed for
islet maturation. Amikagel enabled co-aggregation of hESC-PP with
developmentally relevant endothelial cells resulted in self-organized
multicellular pancreatic organoids which are closer to islet physi-
ology in its heterogeneity, as compared to hPSC-PP homogenous
spheroids [14]. Amikagel-induced hESC-PP spheroids and hetero-
geneous organoids could be further induced to differentiate towards
mature beta-like cells that show INS1 gene expression as well as C-
peptide protein expression. Specifically, the pancreatic islet ‘orga-
noids’ spontaneously matured into beta-like cells in the absence of
specific chemical induction. After maturation, the Amikagel induced
hESC-PP spheroids demonstrated mature islet function of glucose
stimulated insulin secretion (GSIS) in-vitro.

2. Methods

Detailed experimental methods section included in supporting
information.

2.1. Amikagel synthesis

Amikacin hydrate (AH) (referred to as amikacin henceforth) and
poly(ethyleneglycol) diglycidyl ether (PEGDE) (Mn¼ 500 Da) were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO), and used without
further purification. 20mL scintillation vials were purchased from
Thomas Scientific (Swedesboro, NJ). Ring-opening polymerization
between amine groups of amikacin hydrate and epoxide groups of
poly(ethylene glycol) diglycidyl ether (PEGDE) resulted in the for-
mation of a novel hydrogel henceforth called ‘Amikagel’. Different
stoichiometric ratios of amikacin and the cross-linker PEGDE were
added to a 20mL scintillation vial and dissolved in Nanopure®

water by vortexing for 30 s. Fig. 1 shows the monomer composition
of Amikagels designated AM

Mole PEGDE
Mole Amikacin (AM1.5 through AM4.0). Ami-

kagel pre-gel solutions were filtered through a 0.20 mm filter and
40 ml of the filtrate was added to each well of a 96 well plate. The
plates were sealed with paraffin tape (Parafilm, Menasha, WI) and
incubated in an oven maintained at 40 �C for 7.5 h. Following
gelation, Amikagels were washed with 150 ml Nanopure® water for
12 h, in order to remove traces of unreacted monomers. All cell
culture experiments were set up by liquid overlay culture.

2.2. Amikagel characterization

Amikagels were prepared as described above. Amikagel stiffness
measurements were carried out for each hydrogel composition in
Fig. 1C by measuring the complex modulus using a parallel plate
rheometer in an oscillatory mode. Sample surface chemistry was
analyzed by conducting analysis of the FTIR spectra of freeze dry
lyophilized Amikagel.

2.3. Atomic force microscope based mechanical characterization

Force indentation curves were recorded with a commercial
atomic force microscope (MFP-3D-BIO AFM, Asylum Research, Santa
Barbara CA, USA) using spherical borosilicate beads (10 mmdiameter,
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Fermont CA, USA) attached to a tipless
cantilever (Knominal¼ 37N/m, Appnano, Mountain View CA, USA).
For the quantification of the elastic modulus, 4� 5 pixel force maps
were collected in an area of 90 mm� 90 mm on the sample surface
with indentation speed of 2 mms�1 and a trigger force of 6.5 mN. For
dynamic rheology measurements, trigger forces of 2 mN on 2� 5
pixel forcemaps were applied. The spring constant of each cantilever
was determined by the thermal noise method [35,36]. Two replica-
tion experiments were conductedwith one sample per condition per
experiment. Two force maps per sample were collected. To quantify
the elastic moduli the first 5 mm indentation of each force distance
curve was fitted to the Hertz model [37]. Complex moduli were
obtained by frequency dependent oscillations and collecting



Fig. 1. (A) Elastic modulus (E) of Amikagels quantified by microrheological AFM using a spherical probe with a diameter of 10 mm is shown. X-axis shows the ratio of PEGDE:AM
used to generate the Amikagels. (B) Elastic modulus (E) of Amikagels quantified by microrheological AFM using a spherical probe with a diameter of 10 mm is shown. X-axis shows
the ratio of PEGDE:AM used to generate the Amikagels, (C) Summary of Amikagel Properties for different PEGDE crosslinking ratio.
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indentation and force responses of the sample and the phase lag
between them. Later, these amplitudes and frequency-dependent
version of the Hertz model [38] were used to calculate the com-
plex modulus. For the data analysis MATLAB (version, 9.1) was used.
The Poisson's ration of the gel was assumed to be ngel ¼ 0:5.

2.4. Cell culture and hESC differentiation

H1 human embryonic stem cells were used in throughout this
study. Two-dimensional differentiation from hESC to hESC-
Pancreatic Progenitor cell populations was performed using two
independent previously published differentiation protocols [11,39].
Organoids were generated at hESC, hESC-DE, and hESC-PP stage as
well as a co-culture of HUVEC and hESC-PP cells (Fig. 2). Single cell
suspensions were counted and dispersed in base media supple-
mented with 2% FBS at desired concentrations for seeding onto
Amikagels formed in each well of a 96 well-plate (Fig. 1). For
Matrigel controls, single cell suspension was seeded onto TCP
coated in thin layer of Matrigel. After aggregation on the underlying
Amikagel, chemical maturation was continued by following previ-
ously published differentiation protocols [11,39].

2.5. Linescan imaging and aggregation index quantification

GFP-expressing hESC cells were harvested at self-renewal, hESC-
DE, and hESC-PP stage and seeded on AM2.0, AM3.0, and AM4.0 at a
concentration of 200,000 cells per ml, or 30,000 cells per well. After
16 h, fluorescence images were taken at each stage of maturation
across Amikagel conditions with an Olympus IX-81 fluorescence
microscope. The linescan function of MetaMorph microscopy
software was used to collect the averaged (50 line) fluorescence in-
tensity across each cell population. The aggregation index (AI) was
calculated by the ratio of fluorescence intensity to cell aggregate
width. Measurements were made on 4 samples per condition and
conditions which resulted in no aggregation were not quantified.

Brightfield images taken with Olympus IX-81 immediately after
organoid formation were analyzed using MetaMorph software at
hESC-PP seeding densities of 2000 to 30,000 cells. For each seeding
concentration n¼ 10 images were measured to determine the
average diameter relative to starting cell population. Organoid
circumferences were tracked in a similar manner by subsequent
brightfield imaging from day 1 to day 6.

2.6. Time lapse imaging and condensation quantification

Brightfield images were acquired using an Olympus IX-81 mi-
croscope during organoid formation. Time lapse images were ac-
quired starting at initial Amikagel cell seeding until organoid
formation was complete (t¼ 16 h) at an interval of 15min. Tem-
perature and CO2 homeostasis was maintained at 37 �C and 5%,
respectively, using a stage top incubator unit (Tokai Hit, Japan).
During co-culture experiments either the HUVEC or hESC-PP cells
were pre-labeled with DiD live cell tracking dye to verify popula-
tion integration during organoid formation. Time lapse images
were compiled using MetaMorph software to generate represen-
tative movies for organoid formation.

Time lapse organoid images were further analyzed using a
previously published macro [1] and method [13] to determine the
outline edge (L) and total projected area (A) at each time point as
the organoids began to coalesce. The radial edge distance defined as



Fig. 2. Schematic of fabrication processes for hESC derived islet homogenous spheroids and endothelialized heterogeneous organoids. (A) hESCs are pre-differentiated on 2D
matrigel to generate hESC-pancreatic progenitor cells (hESC-PPs). (B) Harvested hESC-PPs are seeded onto individual wells of a 96-well plate containing Amikagel hydrogel platform
for spheroid formation combined with endothelial (HUVEC) cells to form heterogeneous islet-like organoids. Media components are listed in SI Table 1.
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A/√p and circularity defined as C ¼ 4p A/L̂ 2 were determined at n
~100 time points for n ¼ 3 organoid repeats. The average of repeats
was fit using Graphpad Prism 6 (ordinary, least squares) with
Kelvin-Voigt viscoelastic model, Y ¼ Aê ((-t)/t)þB, previously
defined [13]. First derivative curves of the model fit were used to
determine the rate of change of the radial aggregation component.

2.7. Quantitative reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction

RNAwas extracted from 2D cell (1 well per repeat) and organoid
populations (10 organoids per sample) and analyzed as described
previously (41, 45). Please reference SI Materials and Methods for
expanded details.

2.8. Immunostaining whole mount and paraffin sections of
organoids

Organoidswere harvested and fixedwith 4% formaldehyde in PBS
solution and suspended in Histogel (Thermo Scientific) prior to
paraffin sectioning for immunostaining and imaging on Olympus IX-
81 fluorescence microscope or Nikon A1 confocal microscope. For
whole mount immunostaining, harvested organoids were placed in
chamber slides before confocal imaging with Nikon A1 microscope.
Please refer to SI Materials and Methods for expanded details.

2.9. Flow cytometry

Flow cytometry was performed as previously described (46) us-
ing an Accure C6 flow cytometer. For cell cycle analysis, DNA content
histogram for the cellular populationwas analyzed for the fraction of
cellular populations in each phase of cell cycle usingModfit LT. Please
reference SI Materials and Methods for expanded details.
2.10. In vitro functional insulin secretion assay

Harvested hPSC-PP matured spheroids from two separate matu-
ration trials underwent glucose challenge as previously described [11].
Briefly, spheroids were washed with Krebs buffer then placed in low
(2mM) glucose Kreb's for 1 h to remove insulin. Spheroids were
washed twice, and incubated in low glucose Kreb's for 30min, and
supernatant collected. This was followed bywashing and incubated in
high glucose Kreb's for 30min, and supernatant collected. Finally,
spheroids incubated in Kreb's containing 2mM glucose and 30mM
KCl to depolarize for 30min, then supernatant collected. Ultrasensitive
Insulin ELISA kit (ALPCO)was used to detect levels of insulin secretion.

2.11. Statistical analysis

Quantification of data was expressed as mean± one standard
deviation (SD). Significant differences among groups were deter-
mined by t-test for two-group comparisons or ANOVA for multiple
group comparisons. PCR gene expression and Insulin release assay
experiments were carried out with n¼>3 and flow cytometry
groups had cell count of n > 10,000 events. Probability values at
P < .01 and P < .05 (*) designate statistical significance.

3. Results

3.1. Synthesis of Amikagel with tunable physiochemical properties
to drive self-aggregation of hESC derived cells

The hydrogel Amikagel was generated by polymerizing amika-
cin, an aminoglycoside antibiotic, with PEG-diglycidylether
(PEGDE) at 40 �C. The aminoglycoside amikacin contains three
hexose rings and four amines in its structure; one of these amines is



Fig. 3. Amikagel substrate with tunable properties can drive aggregation of pre-
differentiated hESC cells. (A) Fluorescent images of GFP-labeled hESC and corre-
sponding fluorescent intensity linescan for undifferentiated hESC, hESC-definitive
endoderm (hESC-DE), and hESC-pancreatic progenitor (hESC-PP) seeding pop-
ulations on Amikagel conditions AM2.0, AM3.0, and AM4.0. (B) MIN6 endocrine and
AR42J exocrine pancreas cells as controls. (C) Comparison of quantified aggregation
index (AI, TotalFlourescent Intensity/mm) from (A) across different Amikagels and at
different differentiation stage for those that formed aggregates. Overall hESC-PP cells
on AM3.0 achieved highest AI.
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a primary aliphatic amine. We used amikacin as one of the
monomers for generating the gel because it offers an easy approach
to tune the physical and chemical properties of the gel by simply
modulating the monomer mole ratio. In addition, the presence of
sugar groups, consisting of hydroxyls and amine, in the molecule
makes the resulting hydrogel hydrophilic and biocompatible.
Amikacin allows crosslinking at room temperature or modestly
elevated temperatures such as 40 �C. Even though hydrogel for-
mation is possible at 37 �C, kinetics may be enhanced only by
modestly increasing the polymerization temperature to 40 �C. Un-
like several other biomaterials and cross linkers, amikacin and
diglycidyl ether cross-linking does not require UV light and pho-
toinitiators. The resulting hydrogels (“Amikagels”) facilitate the
formation of organoids by aggregation or also separation of het-
erogeneous populations [40]. Modulation of the monomer conju-
gation ratio resulted in varying the Amikagel constructs, designated
AM

Mole PEGDE
Mole Amikacin (AM1.5 through AM4.0) (Fig. 1), each having unique

mechanical and chemical properties that influence cell aggregation.
The extent of cross-linking altered Amikagel's chemo-mechanical
properties, including stiffness (Fig. 1), protein adsorption (Fig. 1A),
and surface biochemistry/amine content deduced from the FTIR
fingerprints analysis (Fig. 1B) which can all significantly influence
the cell substrate interaction.

We further carried out an AFM microrheological study and
compared these findings with properties obtained using bulk ma-
terial rheology. Fig. 1A shows the elastic modulus (E) quantified by
microrheological AFM using a spherical probe with a diameter of
10 mm. We found elastic moduli of 37± 5 kPa to 266± 5 kPa for
Amikagel PEGDE concentrations of 112.5 mL/mL to 300 mL/mL).
Fig.1B shows frequency sweeps (1e150Hz) of the amplitudes of the
shear complex moduli (

��G*
��, with complex modulus amplitudes at

1 Hz of 14± 2 kPa, to 87± 28 kPa for the same Amikagel concen-
trations range. Amikagel samples, at all concentrations that we
measured, showed to be predominantly elastic due to their small
loss tangent in the range of 0.03± 0.02 at 1 Hz to 0.10± 0.01 at
150 Hz(G

00
=G0, where G

00
and G0, shear loss and storage moduli, are

the complex and real component of the G*). Therefore, the relation
between elastic and complex shear moduli can be summarized as
Ez2ð1þ nÞG* where n is Poisson's modulus which we assumed to
be 0.5 [41e44]. This relation between elastic and shear modulus
holds well within the Amikagel AFM measurements. Complex
shear moduli measurements obtained by AFM (Fig. 1) were found
to be in the same order of magnitude to those estimated via parallel
plate rheology. One should note that in this AFM rheology areas of
90� 90 mm2 with the maximum indentation depth of 5 mm were
measured, whereas in parallel plate rheology about 1mm in depth
on a much larger area of the samples were probed. This could add
effects of stiffness of the deeper layers as parallel plate rheology
measures the property of the bulk material whereas micro-
rheological AFM measures surface level stiffness. Our data show
that cells at the micro-scale experience the same order of magni-
tude stiffness as the bulk stiffness.

In addition to substrate properties, cell aggregation is also
dictated by the cell adhesion molecules on cell surfaces. Specific to
islet development, cadherins play a critical role in aggregation of
pancreatic endocrine cells [45]. The cell surface properties of hPSCs
are known to change during in-vitro differentiation [46]. Specif-
ically, the E-cadherin and N-CAM gene expression increases with
differentiation from hESC-DE to hESC-PP (SI Fig. 2) [47]. Hence, we
tested the self-aggregation potential of hESCs on the Amikagel
derived substrates (Fig. 2) at different stages of hESC to pancreatic
progenitor differentiation stage (SI Fig. 3) [15]: (i) after propagation
(UD hESCs), (ii) at the Definitive Endoderm stage (hESC-DE) and
(iii) at the Pancreatic Progenitor stage (hESC-PP). Cells were har-
vested from each of these stages, along with control endocrine
(MIN6) and exocrine (AR42J) mature pancreatic cell lines and
seeded onto 96 well plates coated with pre-formed AM2.0, AM3.0,
and AM4.0 Amikagels. At 16 h post-seeding (Fig. 3A, hESC derived
cells and Fig. 3B, MIN6 and AR42J cell lines), it was observed that
the cell morphology was highly sensitive to both, the stage of dif-
ferentiation as well as the Amikagel formulation. The state of ag-
gregation for each Amikagel formulation condition was quantified
by an aggregation index (AI) metric (Fig. 3C), estimated from the
total fluorescent signal (TFS) per aggregate width, determined from
the linescan fluorescence profiles.

No cell aggregation was observed on AM2.0; instead, scattered
single cell morphology was observed consistently across the
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differentiation stages tested (Fig. 3A left panel). Increasing the
PEGDE content in the hydrogel led to increased spontaneous ag-
gregation of cells as visualized in Fig. 3A e middle column and
quantified by AI. Most dramatic was the aggregation of the hESC-PP
cells, which coalesced to form a single compact spheroid, eliciting a
significantly higher AI value of 488 þ 44 TFS/mm which is almost
double that of self-renewing hESC, 254 TFS/mm, and DE,193 TFS/mm
(Fig. 3C). Importantly, only the hESC-PP seeded on AM3.0 formed a
single uniform aggregate, which was mechanically stable and
robust enough to allow for physical manipulation and harvesting
(Fig. 4A). This aggregation occurred within 14 h of initial cell
seeding (Fig. 4B, Supp movie 1). In order to analyze if the cell ag-
gregation is primarily driven by cell migration, we quantified the
kinetics of hESC-PP aggregation and compared it to the rate of cell
migration (0.2e0.5 mm/min [48]). Briefly, we adapted a quantitative
image analysis method [13] to track the average spheroid radius
change over time (Fig. 4C, SI Fig. 4), from the time-lapse images
comprising the initial 18 h of aggregate formation (selected time
points Fig. 4B). The average rate of aggregation (ROA) (SI Fig. 4C),
decreased from an initial value of 1 mm/min at 2 h' post seeding on
AM3.0e0.5 mm/min at t¼ 4 h. With further condensation, the ag-
gregation rate decreased to 0.2 mm/min at t¼ 10 h before
approaching ~0 mm/min as the spheroids compacted. As the AM3.0

spheroids compacted into a circle (sphere in 3D) the circularity�
C ¼ 4pA

Perimeter2

�
increased at t¼ 10 h as ROA slowed and compac-

tion began and reached a final value of ~0.8 at t¼ 14 h (Fig. 4C).
With continued culture on AM3.0, the overall spheroid diameter
modestly and steadily decreased with culture time, likely due to
further compaction (Supp Fig 5). A culture time of 6 days resulted in
approximately 10% reduction in spheroid size for each seeding
population.

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biomaterials.2018.05.031.

While the AM3.0 gels induced robust aggregation of specifically
hESC-PP cells, further increase in PEGDE ratio to AM4.0 uniformly
organized the cells into a single aggregate across all cell types
(Fig. 3A e right panel). However, the AI value of the individual
aggregates at AM4.0 (Fig. 3B) were significantly lower than corre-
sponding AM3.0 values, corresponding to loose aggregation (SI
movie 2) which resulted in a decrease in the overall aggregate
mechanical stability as well as dissociation during media changes.
Fig. 4. hESC-PP spheroid characterization after spontaneous aggregation via Amikagel. (A) h
(B) Selected time lapse images of hESC-PP aggregation on AM3.0. (C) Quantified radial aggreg
Live/Dead spheroid viability assay at day 1 and day 5 after aggregation. (E) Spheroid diame
Interestingly, with increasing PEGDE concentration to AM4.0

(Fig. 4C, SI Fig. 4) the initial ROA had a much lower maximum value
of ~0.4 mm/min at t¼ 2 h post seeding that gradually decreased
to ~ 0.2 mm/min at t¼ 10 h. The AM4.0 circularity also increased at
t¼ 10 h as ROA slowed, however the maximum circularity factor
halted at a value of ~0.65 indicating aggregation without further
compaction.

Supplementary video related to this article can be found at
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biomaterials.2018.05.031.

Thus, only beyond pancreatic commitment (Pdx 1þ) the hESCs
were amenable for robust and reproducible aggregation into single
compact spheroid on Amikagel. To determine if this is an endocrine
trait, we seeded pancreatic endocrine cell line (MIN6) on Amikagel,
which mirrored the aggregation behavior of hESC-PP: no aggre-
gation on AM2.0, compact spheroid on AM3.0, and loose aggregation
on AM4.0 (Fig. 3B). On the other hand, pancreatic exocrine cells,
AR42J, did not exhibit full compaction into 3D spheroids on any
Amikagel construct (Fig. 3B). This indicates aggregate formation to
be a specific trait of pancreatic endocrine cell-types, in alignment
with morphogenic endocrine aggregation events during islet
development [45].

Amikagel-induced cell aggregates retained high viability after 5
days of cultures, determined using live/dead assay (Fig. 4D for
AM3.0, SI Fig. 6A for other Amikagels) and LDH cell death assay
(Supp Fig 6B). Importantly, the AM3.0 platform allowed for consis-
tency and precision in controlling the spheroid size by varying the
initial cell seeding density. Aggregates formed from 30 k cells/well,
15 k cells/well, 7.5 k cells/well, and 2 k cells/well (in a 96 well plate)
resulted in initial diameters of 485± 24 mm, 353± 9 mm,
263± 13 mm, and 176± 10 mm, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 4E.

The above results demonstrate Amikagel (AM3.0) to be an
effective controlled platform to induce robust aggregation of hESC-
PP cells into compact 3D aggregates of tunable size which main-
tained high viability, mechanically stability, and allowed harvesting
for further downstream application.

3.2. Generating islet organoids by integrating multiple cell
populations on Amikagel

An important characteristic of organoids is their multi-cellular
makeup, which closely mimics the native organ or tissue
ESC-PP spheroids were mechanically stable to be harvested and cultured in suspension.
ation and circularity dynamics for hESC-PP spheroid generation on AM3.0 and AM4.0. (D)
ter can be controlled by initial cell seeding population.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biomaterials.2018.05.031
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.biomaterials.2018.05.031
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composition. In the context of pancreatic islets, a primary non-
endocrine component is the endothelial cells constituting the
dense intra-islet vascular network. In addition to providing
nutritional support, the islet vascular endothelial cells closely
interact with endocrine cells during islet development to promote
islet maturation via angiocrine signaling [49,50]. In order to
reproduce islet constituents in our engineered islet organoids, we
co-seeded hESC-PP cells with HUVECs on AM3.0 gel, on which the
cells spontaneously co-aggregated into multicellular 3D organo-
ids. Individually DiD labeled HUVEC and hESC-PP cells verified
that both populations were integrated into the multicellular islet
organoids (Fig. 5A). Furthermore, the Amikagel system demon-
strated precise control over the ratio of seeded cells integrated
into each individual organoid (Fig. 5B). DiD labeled hESC-PP cell
populations of increasing ratios (0%, 5%, 10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%)
were aggregated with unlabeled cells by seeding onto Amikagel
hydrogels (Fig 5B top). Quantification of DiD signal using LICOR
imaging system demonstrated that the cellular heterogeneity of
the ultimate 3D organoids can be controlled through the initial
seeding population (Fig. 5B).

The aggregation dynamics of the hESC-PP and HUVEC organoid
were determined from time lapse images over the first 18 h of
aggregate formation as described in previous sections (selected
time points are shown in Fig. 5A). The addition of an endothelial cell
population on AM3.0 decreased the initial rate of aggregation (ROA)
at t¼ 2 h from 1 mm/min for hESC-PP to ~0.65 mm/min in the co-
culture (Fig. 5C, SI Fig. 4B and D. At t¼ 5 h the ROA diminished to
0.5 mm/min, the threshold for cell migration driving aggregation (SI
Fig. 4E). The circularity factor increased as ROA slowed, reaching a
maximum value of 0.65 (Fig. 5C). These results indicate that the
AM3.0 supported co-aggregation of hESC-PP with endothelial cells,
but both ROA and organoid compaction was inhibited in the pres-
ence of endothelial cell population.
Fig. 5. Generation of heterogeneous, multicellular islet organoids on amikagel. (A) Time laps
row and hESC-PP bottom row). (B) LICOR images (top) and quantification (bottom) of DiD la
inclusion. (C) Condensation dynamics of radial diameter and circularity of co-culture aggreg
VWF protein expression of HUVEC distribution in whole mount mature co-culture organoid
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
After an extended 7 day culture period of 1:1 hESC-PP to HUVEC
organoids, flow cytometry of the organoids revealed ~45e50% of
the cell population to be the hESC-PP cells (Fig. 5D), which is similar
to the initial seeding population. Additionally, Von Willebrand
Factor (VWF) immunostaining demonstrated a fully integrated
HUVEC population throughout the organoid (Fig. 5E).

The above results thus, clearly demonstrate the feasibility of
forming multicellular 3D islet organoids from hPSCs on Amikagel.
The platform allows control over individual organoid cell popula-
tion ratios, and the cell populations remained well integrated all
through the culture period which are beneficial to engineering a
controlled 3D islet configuration.

3.3. hESC-PP spheroids on AM3 enhances pancreatic phenotype

With this novel Amikagel as a potential platform for engineering
islet organoids, it is important to evaluate the phenotype and function
of the synthesized hESC-PP spheroids post aggregation. hESCs were
first induced to pancreatic lineage under adherent culture, as
confirmed by gene and protein expression of PDX1 - a key pancreatic
transcription factor and strong indicator of the pancreatic progenitor
stage (SI Fig. 3 and Fig. 2). hESC-PP cells were subsequently harvested
and re-seeded on Amikagel and, in parallel, on Matrigel as a control.
Aggregation of these cells on AM3.0 resulted in a further ten-fold in-
crease in PDX1 expression over the seeded population (Fig. 6A)within
24 h. On the other hand, Amikagel conditions underwhich the cell did
not aggregate, resulted in a reduction in PDX1 expression from the
seeded population. This effect is also evidenced in the control cultures
onMatrigel, where the cells were predominantly spread out with few
regions of micro-clusters observed on the gel (Fig. 6B). Subsequently,
only 2e3 fold enhancement in PDX-1 expression was observed on
Matrigel, significantly lower than the AM3.0 cultures. In these cultures,
PDX1 protein expression was observed to be primarily localized to
e imaging of co-culture aggregation on AM3.0 (labeled cell population in red: HUVEC top
beled to unlabeled cell seeding ratios demonstrated control over mixed cell population
ation. (D) Flow cytometry of DiD labeled hESC-PP cells after 7 days of maturation. (E)
s. Scale bars are 200 mm unless noted. (For interpretation of the references to colour in



Fig. 6. Aggregation of hESC-PP spheroid on AM3.0 enhances pancreatic phenotype within 24 h after formation. (A) Gene expression of PDX1 across Amikagel conditions and Matrigel
control 24 h after seeding. (B) Immunostaining of PDX1 on Matrigel (micro-clusters within circle). (C) PDX1 and NKX6.1 protein expression of whole mount spheroids. (D) PDX1 and
NKX6.1 protein expression of hESC-PP spheroid cross-sections. (E) Flow cytometry analysis of the spheroids grown on Matrigel and Amikagel for NKX6.1 and PDX1 co-expressing
cell population. (F) Paraffin cross sections of H&E stain (G) KI67 assay detects proliferative cell population. (H) PI staining for cell cycle phase distribution analysis of total hESC-PP
cell population after spheroid aggregation. All scale bars in image are 200 mm unless otherwise noted.
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small regions of 3D micro-clustering (Fig. 6B). Immunostaining of
hESC-PP spheroids on AM3.0 revealed significant positive staining
throughout the aggregate for PDX1 and NKX6.1, which are key
markers indicative of b-cell specific maturation (Fig. 6C: whole
mount; 6D: histology). Additionally, the cell population positive for
PDX1 protein increased from ~46.5% (pre-seeding) to ~85% within
36 h of cell aggregation, as determined using flow cytometry (Fig. 6E).
Importantly, over 70% of the aggregate cell population co-expressed
both PDX1 with NKX6.1 (Fig. 6E). This was a dramatic increase over
the control culture where reseeding of the differentiating cells on
Matrigel resulted in only 16% of the cell population co-expressing
both PDX1 and NKX6.1 (Fig. 6E). Cross-sections of H&E-stained
paraffin embedded hESC-PP spheroids (Fig. 6F) demonstrated a uni-
form cell density across the spheroid, and retained proliferative
capability as visualized using KI67 immunostaining (Fig. 6G). hESCs
have a unique cell cycle with a brief G1 phase accounting for less than
30% of total cell population. The cell population in the G1 phase
increased dramatically with differentiation, which is a hallmark for
loss of pluripotency and enhancement of maturation [15]. Flow
cytometry analysis of hESC-PP spheroids, 24 h after aggregation,
revealed an increase of cell population in the G1 phase to 70%, which
is indicative of cell maturation [15] (Fig. 6H). Taken together, the
above results uniformly indicate that aggregation of hESC-PP into a
compact spheroid on AM3.0 gels resulted in significant enhancement
of pancreatic phenotype, as judged by the PDX1 expression, and
enhanced co-expression of PDX1 and NKX6.1, a necessary require-
ment for beta cellmaturation. This effectwas significantly higher than
parallel control cultures on Matrigel.

3.4. Amikagel enhances maturation and endocrine function of hESC
derived islet organoids

The hESC-PP spheroid aggregated on AM3.0 were further induced
towards pancreatic islet lineage by chemical induction.
Differentiated hESC-PP spheroids on Amikagel [51] exhibited
approximately 17,000 fold increase in INS gene expression, the
hallmark of b-cell maturation, and PDX1 was up-regulated by
approximately 7000 fold (Fig. 7A). Parallel cultures on Matrigel
control also significantly enhanced the PDX1 and INS gene expres-
sion, however corresponding gene expressions of the spheroid cul-
tures on AM3.0 was 40-fold enhanced over Matrigel control (Fig. 7A).
It is well documented that inhibition of Notch signaling by g-secre-
tase inhibitors are necessary to mature hPSC-PP cells towards b-cell
lineage [51]. We further tested here if cell aggregation itself can
induce b-cell maturation, in the absence of g-secretase inhibition.
Hence the hESC-PP cells aggregated into 3D spheroids on AM3.0 were
cultured without specific chemical induction for maturation by
g-secretase inhibition. Interestingly, the 3D aggregates showed
significant upregulation of PDX1 (16,000 fold) and moderate upre-
gulation of INS1 (4000 fold) (Fig. 7A: (�) DAPT) and Glucagon
(Fig S8A) genes over the seeded cell population.

Since aggregation on AM3.0 was sensitive to the stage of differ-
entiation, we also tested if aggregation was sensitive to the
pathway of differentiation. hESCs were differentiated using a
recently reported protocol (protocol 2 [17]), harvested at the pro-
genitor stage, aggregated on AM3.0 and further induced towards
maturation. The islet-like spheroids thus obtained, similarly
demonstrated a moderate PDX1 upregulation (1200 fold) along
with a stronger upregulation on INS (77,000 fold) (Fig. 7A) and
Glucagon (Fig S8B) gene expression. Parallel culture of hPSCs as
aggregates under stirred suspensionwas used as the control for this
condition. hPSC aggregates differentiated under stirred suspension
demonstrated slightly lower levels of PDX1 and INS gene expres-
sion (Fig S9), demonstrating that controlled (re-) aggregation of
hESC derived pancreatic progenitor population on AM3 is favorable
for islet-specific differentiation.

We have previously reported that paracrine signaling from
HUVEC induces insulin gene and protein expression in adherent



Fig. 7. Maturation of hESC-PP spheroid and hESC-PP/HUVEC organoids on AM3 enhances islet specific maturation. (A) Gene expression levels for PDX1 and INS after chemically induced
maturation on AM3. (B) PDX1 and INS gene expression of the co-cultured hESC-PP/HUVEC organoid on amikagel and matrigel. (C) Immunostaining of paraffin embedded sections
showing positive NKX6.1 and (D) PDX1 protein expression (protocol 1) of hESC-PP spheroids and positive PDX1 (E) and NKX6.1 (F) protein expression in paraffin sections of the hESC-PP/
HUVEC co-culture organoids. C-peptide protein expression in whole mount hESC-PP spheroids with out (G) and with DAPT (H) supplementation during maturation (protocol 1). (I) C-
peptide protein expression inwhole mount mature co-culture organoids. (J) Flow cytometry analysis of C-peptide positive cell population after maturation (protocol 2) (K) In vitro insulin
release in response to glucose challenge for two trial groups of mature hESC-PP spheroids (protocol 2). All scale bars in image are 200 mm unless noted.
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cultures of hESC-PP cells [51]. Herewe further explored the effect of
HUVEC paracrine signaling in 3D hESC-PP/HUVEC organoids, ob-
tained by co-aggregating hESC-PP and HUVEC cells on Amikagel.
Phenotypic characterization of these organoids revealed a 200-fold
up-regulation of INS and 40 fold up-regulation of PDX1 gene
expression (Fig. 7B) over the initial hESC-PP/HUVEC seeding pop-
ulation. It is additionally worth noting that these co-culture models
were devoid of any specific chemical induction for maturation.
Hence the observed up-regulation of INS gene in these models
demonstrates that endothelial inclusion and 3D organoid forma-
tion support maturation, which also aligns with our previous report
on adherent 2D cultures [51]. Parallel co-culture on Matrigel con-
trols exhibited a much weaker effect with 5-fold increase in both
PDX1 and INS gene expression over the initial seeded cell pop-
ulations (Fig. 7B).

In addition to increased gene expression, immunostaining for
NKX6.1 (Fig. 7C) and PDX1 (Fig. 7D) detected large populations of
pancreatic endocrine cells in the matured spheroids, primarily on
the periphery. Within hESC-PP/HUVEC mature islet-like organoids,
immunostaining demonstrated significant presence of NKX6.1
(Fig. 7E) and PDX1 (Fig. 7F) positive cells spread throughout the
organoid. Further characterization confirmed islet specific matu-
ration as judged by the C-Peptide immunostaining of individual
whole mount aggregates (Fig. 7GeI). C-peptide expression was
visibly enhanced through either chemical supplementation of DAPT
in hESC-PP spheroids (Fig. 7H) or HUVEC co-culture in the orga-
noids (Fig. 7I). Quantitative analysis of the hESC-PP spheroids
matured on AM3.0 by flow cytometry revealed ~30% total cell
population positive for C-peptide protein (Fig. 7J). The most sig-
nificant functional trait of pancreatic islets lies in their ability to
secrete insulin in response to sensed glucose increases. Our orga-
noids demonstrated significant glucose responsive insulin secre-
tion: 3e5 mIU/105 cells of insulin secretion when challenged with
20mM glucose stimulation over ~1 mIU/105 at low 2mM glucose
(Fig. 7K). These clearly demonstrate the functional maturation of
the derived islet-like organoids on AM3 hydrogel.
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Extra-cellular matrix (ECM) produced by endocrine and sup-
porting endothelial cell populations is critical for promoting
overall islet growth, structure, and cell function [14,52]. Hence we
characterized the ECM profiles within the engineered hESC-PP
spheroids and heterogeneous organoids. As expected, the ECM
distribution within the organoids was specific to the culture
configuration (Fig. 8). ECM staining of hESC-PP aggregates
revealed significant amounts of laminin and trace fibronectin and
collagen IV throughout the spheroid after 2 days in culture (Fig. 8).
Post-maturation the hPSC-PP spheroids developed an ECM outer
layer consisting of laminin, fibronectin, and collagen IV. The in-
clusion of HUVEC within endothelialized organoids further
exhibited a robust ECM composition throughout the interior of
the aggregate with laminin, fibronectin, and collagen IV present
throughout (Fig. 8).

Overall, Amikagel-induced self-aggregation of hESC-PPs in it-
self was sufficient to achieve pancreatic endocrine maturation,
which outperformed chemically induced maturation on the
Matrigel controls. Further, application of chemical induction
significantly enhanced the INS gene expression and C-peptide
protein expression. Inclusion of an angiocrine HUVEC population
to form heterogeneous islet-like organoids resulted in sponta-
neous organoid maturation towards pancreatic islet like cells.
Importantly, maturation in both spheroids and organoids were
significantly higher than that observed in Matrigel cultures,
indicating the substantial benefits of specifically engineering a
controlled 3D culture configuration which was further demon-
strated by functional insulin secretion in response to glucose
stimulation in hESC-PP spheroids.
Fig. 8. Extra cellular matrix (ECM) development was located in the periphery of hPSC
4. Discussion

hESC's pre-differentiated to pancreatic progenitor cells sponta-
neously aggregated on Amikagel uniquely synthesized with a spe-
cific cross-linking concentration (AM3.0).We recently showed that an
amikacin: PEG diglycidyl ether at a mole ratio of 1:3 results in the
formation of multicellular spheroids with cancer cell lines [40].
Lower mole ratios of Amikacin: PEGDE (1:2 and 1:1.5) result in a
predominantly adhesive Amikagel formulation [40]. Presence of
non-adhesive polyethylene glycol coupled with high mechanical
stiffness in the hydrogel introduced the non-adhesive property to the
gel and allowed spontaneous integration of the HUVEC populations
with hES-PP cells to form islet-like organoids. The specific PEGDE to
Amikacin ratio bears the appropriate chemical functionality of hy-
droxyl group creation that is likely conducive to promote sponta-
neous aggregation. These chemical moieties also allow for
reproducible generation of robust and mechanically stable multi-
cellular organoids with precise control over the organoid size,
cellular composition and distribution obtained through manipula-
tion of initial seeding population. These parameters are critical in
deriving functional islet spheroids fromhPSCs [14,32e34]. Specific to
islet organoid generation, there is an inherent requirement for
increased cell to cell communication through the 3D culture con-
figurations and the inclusion of supporting non-endocrine cell
populations for allowing complete organ derivation [14]. The 3D
organoid formation on Amikagels meets both requirements which
enhanced both pancreatic phenotype and its potential for islet spe-
cificmaturation. The platform thus has pliability to integrate variable
soluble chemical differentiation protocols as well as integrating
-PP spheroids and throughout the hPSC-PP/HUVEC mature pancreatic organoids.
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supporting endothelial cell populations. Using the novel Amikagel
platform, we therefore successfully generated functional beta-like
cell spheroids as well as heterogeneous islet-like organoids.

Aggregation of the differentiating hESCs was dependent on two
factors (i) hESC stage of maturation and (ii) Amikagel composition
of the cross linked moieties. However, aggregation was not sensi-
tive to the specific protocol for pancreatic differentiation, and hence
the developed technique can be extended to new and improved
future protocols. The specific integrin and cell adhesion molecules
presented on the hESC surface changes with differentiation [53],
which may be a direct rationale leading to the higher propensity of
aggregation in hESC-PPs over less mature hESC and hESC-DE. This
effect is mirrored in morphogenic events during pancreatic devel-
opment and exocrine/endocrine segregation wherein CAM and
cadherin expressions mediate endocrine budding from pancreatic
ducts and cell sorting [54]. Within islets, Ca2þ dependent E-cad-
herin meditates cell-adhesion within the beta cell population [45],
while Ca2þ independent CAMs such as N-CAM are primarily located
in non-beta islet cell population. In our previous studies we re-
ported an increase in both relevant E-cadherin and N-CAM gene
expression with differentiation from hESC-DE to hESC-PP stage
[47]. Of note, this self-aggregation behavior of hESC-PP cells was
dependent on the presence of trace fetal bovine serum (2%) in the
media (SI Fig. 7). The absence of serum resulted in numerous small
aggregates (SI Fig. 7) scattered throughout the AM3.0 gel, which
could be subsequently recovered into a single spheroid by serum
supplementation at a later time (SI Fig. 7).

Previous reports have also demonstrated aggregation/conden-
sation of hPSC derived 3D organoids, explicitly driven by contractile
forces generated by participating mesenchymal cells [13]. In
contrast, the Amikagel surface specifically enabled robust self-
aggregation of both hESC-PP cells and hESC-PP/HUVEC co-cul-
tures independent of a stromal population. The rate of aggregation
(ROA) diminishes after spheroid aggregation and the circularity
factor begins to increase as the spheroid further compacts. Based on
the differential adhesion hypothesis, as cells organize they form
cell-cell adhesion molecules, key components of the intracellular
tensile mechanisms driving cell compaction into circular spheroids.
This adhesion and organization is driven by the need to minimize
the surface interfacial energy of the aggregate at the expense of the
Amikagel-cell integrin binding energies [13,55]. Taken together
with ROA dynamics, it is hypothesized that the hESC-PP cells on
AM3.0 aggregate rapidly due to the added support of intracellular
contractile mechanisms, which along with increased cell-cell ad-
hesions more than compensate for the cell-Amikagel binding in-
teractions driving the initial aggregation and later organized
compaction while promoting increased systemic cell to cell in-
teractions. While the introduction of HUVEC population may
initially slow the ROA (SI Fig. 4), the ultimate organoid aggregation
was successful.

The primary purpose of inducing and maintaining 3D aggre-
gated organoids is to enhance tissue/organ specific function by
reproducing the native environment, including supporting the
endothelial and stromal cell populations. Three-dimensional cul-
tures have been used to create homogenous hPSC derived islet-like
spheroids which replicate native endocrine pancreatic function
[32e34] using forced aggregation or matrix embedment. Various
research groups, including ours, have conducted culture, propaga-
tion and pancreatic differentiation of hESCs in 2D adherent cultures
[15e23] which do not recapitulate cell organization during islet
development. Recently, the positive attributes of 3D culture con-
figurations with enhanced cell-cell contact are gaining much
attention [14,56], resulting in conformational shifts in hPSC culture
platforms. However, current techniques for engineering islet
spheroids do not allow precise control over ultimate aggregate size
or nor do they support supporting cell inclusion, which is the next
progression in generating islet organoids with multi-cellular
complexity and eventual generation of vascularized constructs.
The Amikagel platform reported herein in this study is particularly
suitable in this context by demonstrating the feasibility of spon-
taneous aggregation of pre-differentiated hESC-PP cells into robust
spheroids with reproducible control over spatial parameters and
more importantly controlled integration of supporting cell pop-
ulations. The novel hydrogel permits the manipulation of partially
differentiated cells to be integrated with supporting endothelial
cells. ECs are closely involved in pancreatic endocrine commitment
[49]. During development, pancreatic endocrine progenitors
delaminate out of the pancreatic epithelium, and migrate to ECs in
the vicinity. Further islet maturation coincides with islet vascular-
ization, terminating in spheroidal islets of Langerhans [57]. The
close involvement of ECs with the developing pancreas has moti-
vated several attempts to recreate this interaction in-vitro
[51,58,59]. Previous studies have demonstrated the feasibility of
islet-specific maturation of differentiating m/h-PSCs when co-
cultured with ECs [39,59]. However, to the best of our knowledge,
most of these culture models are in 2D, while in-vivo islet organ-
ogenesis occurs in a 3D spheroid configuration.

To this end, the surface chemical structure of Amikagel allowed
spontaneous integration of HUVEC populations with hESC-PP cells
to form islet-like organoids, which remained fully integrated
throughout the culture period. The integration of endothelial cell
populations would be an important initial step towards vascular
development, as demonstrated in the cancer literature [60]. In the
context of regenerative medicine, tissue survival and neovessel
organization of hESC derived cell populations were reported to be
dependent on endothelial inclusion and mesenchymal supple-
mentation [61]. Recently, iPSC-derived liver buds, upon co-culture
with endothelial cells and stromal cells, were reported to produce
immature vascular-like systems within organoids upon implanta-
tion [7,8]. In addition a developed ECM base is important for islet
structure, cell health, and overall function while also being a
necessary prerequisite for a developed vascular system [52]. In the
current study, it was apparent that hESC-PP spheroids produced
substantial laminin within 48 h of aggregation with minimal
fibronectin and no collagen IV. Upon islet-specific maturation of
hESC-PP spheroids, non-laminin ECM components were primarily
located in a membrane surrounding the exterior of the spheroid,
while laminin was also found in the spheroid interior where cavi-
tation occurred, possibly due to lack of structural ECM support. The
inclusion of supporting endothelial cells resulted in laminin,
fibronectin, and collagen IV located throughout aggregate along
with diminished cavitation.

Ultimately, the goal of hESC islet organoid engineering is to
recapitulate organ specific functionality. 3D culture of aggregated
hPSCs in a stirred suspension platform resulted in successful
maturation to a high yield of b cell-like cells [11] and forced ag-
gregation of hESC-PPs within a hydrogel could maintain PDX1/
NKX6.1 positive populations [62]. Similarly, in this study, the same
two key markers of pancreatic endocrine stage of differentiation,
PDX1 and NKX6.1, gene and protein expression was significantly
enhanced in hESC-PP spheroids generated on Amikagel [62,63].
Further chemical induced maturation resulted in increased INS1
gene expression and C-peptide protein expression indicative of
mature b-cell. Interestingly, upon both 3D aggregation and inte-
gration of hESC-PP cells with HUVEC to form heterogeneous islet-
like organoids supported further islet specific maturation, even in
absence of specific chemical inducers. Quantification of C-peptide
within hESC-PP spheroids revealed that approximately 30% of the
total cell population was positive for C-peptide protein. Beyond
insulin/C-peptide production, true functionality of mature islets lie
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in the glucose-stimulated release of insulin. Our organoids
demonstrated a functional increase of 2e4 mIU/105 cells of insulin
at high glucose in comparison to low glucose.

5. Conclusions

In summary, we have described a novel Amikagel hydrogel-
based platform presenting the specific amine-glycidylether
coupled hydroxyl linkages conducive for inducing spontaneous
aggregation of differentiating hPSCs into both homogenous and
heterogeneous multi-cellular aggregates of controlled size and
cellular composition. The platform utilizes cell-cell and cell-
substrate interaction to facilitate cell aggregation, as opposed to
imposing confinement via embedding cells in a matrix. We sub-
sequently engineered the pancreatic islet spheroids on Amikagel
which also permits, for the first time, the formation of multicellular
islet ‘organoids’ from hESC-PPs and supporting HUVEC population.
The hESC-PP spheroids had significant enhancement of cell pop-
ulations co-expressing PDX1 and NKX6.1 and the 3D conformation
alongwith endothelial introduction promoted differentiation to the
endocrine pancreatic phenotype. These, in turn, contained a C-
peptide positive cell population which importantly recapitulated
functional glucose-stimulated insulin secretion. This unique plat-
form thus opens up the scope of engineering complex multicellular
human-specific organoids from differentiating hPSCs, involving
self-organization of multiple cell types. This uniquely engineered
platform also has the capacity to catalyze the next generation of
vascularized human organoids for utilization in regenerative
medicine and drug discovery.
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